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Seductive mauves, subtle tracings scattered
over the surface, disconcerting fractions of
forms, shapes half torn, calculated incompleteness are lures of Adja Yunkers. But why the cry
of blue in a mauve wilderness, or the gold, darker
than a cloud,

in

an acrylic

dawn?The one dimen-

sional process of reading the pictorial writing

advocated by the blind leading the blind has
give way to the three dimensional method

to
of

ing within a painting, formulated

including two propositions, one

in

a sentence

mauve

the other

brown.
Yunkers' unfulfilled patterns tend often to

form diagrams but the unprejudiced viewer
certainly recognize the figures the poet

is

will

invok-

The difference between a labyrinth, a female nude or a sealed letter may seem minimal.
Vast is the accumulation of images which the
ing.

The

recognizing images. Give yourself time to catch

artist exploits

the clear note, the iconic flash that suddenly

endeavor is to visualize that which lies beyond
our immediate reality, natural or pictorial: the
end beyond view cojoined to chance.

reveals the fusion of two opposites, one geo-

metric the other figurative, into an indeterminate

whole. The effect

is

lyrical for

the tension be-

" 'Less is

with daring effects.

more' hold those

tween the opposites pulsates with erotic inten-

etry to a mental exercise;" this

tions.

murs the

Yunkers belongs to the lineage of artists
who, like Miro, can curve the back of a woman
with the trace of a gesture. Miro would brighten
the sky of his oils with the song and spontaneity
of the twenties. Yunkers takes full advantage of
the tendency of water dissolvent colors to
darken as they dry. His lyricism is thoughtful, the
tearing of the collage hardly audible. Viewing
together the whole series of "mauves", shifts
of

mood become

the execution

noticeable, but the firmness of

is

masterly.

The content

varies,

encounters of lines suggest lovers, horizontal
division of the painting offers space for reversals; the

or

may

deep

call,

longing and masculine,

may

not reach the beloved for the distance

between the two

is

equivocal. Flagellants of

Void includes the portrait of a woman, a paint-

ultimate

who reduce
is all

I

po-

have mur-

true poet, aware of the immensity of
Canvas and paint are the bread and
wine of icons. The artist looks at the blank canvas for it must be made to speak if he is to survive. For Yunkers it is all important to bind the
his task.

painting closely to his

own

self,

something

himself must be enclosed. Folded Canvas
1970,

is

a key image.

on one side,
tern of

is

warm

A

of
I,

canvas, painted mauve

folded to form an assymetric pat-

color and raw texture, the whole

supported by a

field of

Piero della Francesca

Could not the folded canvas be viewed as
a robe wrapping what used to be called in the
days of Piero the garment of the soul?
blue.

The only secret worth concealing-and-rein poetic terms is love. The pressure of
a male body against the flank of a woman is sug-

vealing

gested by a luminous curve answering, as

it

were, with
of the

its lyrical

song the imperious thrust

sombre ochre.

Insight

is

Adja Yunkers
Born

what the mirror's glass holds back, it unites with
what appearance envelopes. This is the primary
message conveyed by the reading of the deep
meaning of Adja Yunkers' paintings.
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works are

All
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Dimensions are
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